Sonoablation and application of MRI guided focused ultrasound in a preclinical model.
Stereotaxic sonoablative surgery by MRI guided high intensity focused ultrasound (FUS) holds great potential in disorders of the central nervous system (CNS). We previously described the ExAblate 2000 system (InSightec, Tirat Carmel, Israel), currently in use for various pathologies including uterine, liver, and, breast tumors, and referred to as the "body" system. Using a porcine model we have previously demonstrated, using the body system, the ablative capacity and thermal transfer in the cortex; developed a reproducible and translational model of craniectomy and post-operative recovery in FUS; and determined a grouping strategy based on thermal ablation and pathologic incremental changes in the cortex. Here we describe a novel ExAblate 4000 system that is designed specifically to treat CNS disorders ("head" system). Twenty-two swine underwent an improved wide craniectomy for positioning of the ExAblate 4000 containing 1024 elements arrayed with MRI guidance. Further neurologic and pathological analysis was performed 1 week post-operatively. Subjects underwent a wide craniectomy followed by high intensity MR guided focused ultrasound (MRgHIFU) sonoablation. Thermal ultrasonic ablative lesions were achieved in all subjects (n=22) ranging from 52-65°C following ∼70 consecutive sonications at 80 watts. These subjects were grouped based on thermal ablative lesions and post-operative staging (MRI, gross and microscopic pathology). Our results indicate the reproducibility of a porcine model for cerebral ablation, achieved across a dynamic temperature range, and well tolerated in this cohort. The ExAblate 4000 system is efficient through a wide craniectomy as well as a closed skull and demonstrates a high safety margin. Incremental hemorrhage and necrosis were minimal and energy dependent, indicating MRgHIFU can be used for the treatment of various cerebral pathologies and movement disorders.